Accessories

Window
Protection

Rear Ladder
Racks

Protect the rear window of your
vehicle with an exterior Window
Protection for your tray. Protect not
only the window but the body of your
vehicle. With built in mesh design,
the exterior window protection
covers most of the vehicle cabin.

Our Rear Ladder Racks are designed
to lift in/lift out from their pockets
incorporated into the rear of the tray
body. Allowing you to carry large bulky
items overhead, they are perfect for
the tradesman to carry their ladders,
pipes, conduits, or timber.

Our Roof Racks are able to be
mounted on top of our range of
Steel, Heavy-duty or Standard
Aluminium Tray bodies and vehicle
Canopy or Service bodies. Great for
carrying building materials, ladders,
conduit, pipes, timber or sheets of
material. Rear mounted ladder rollers
may be added.

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

› Mesh style and designed to cover

› 76mm powder coated white or

› Robust in construction made from

› Protects the rear taillights white

›

›
›
›

› Step allows easy access to reach

›
›
›
›

most of the vehicle cabin offering
the highest level of protection.
Powder coated, galvanised steel
construction or thick gauge
aluminium construction.
Fixed to the tray body with heavy
duty aircraft grade rivets.
Designed to contour and
compliment the vehicle cabin.
Can be fitted to a new or existing
Fleet Trades Tray body only.

›
›
›

›

charcoal steel pipe as standard
for our Steel Tray bodies.
76mm highly polished stainlesssteel pipe as standard on our
Heavy-duty Aluminium Tray bodies
(optional for Steel Tray bodies).
62mm anodised aluminium pipe
to suit our Standard Aluminium
Tray bodies.
Contoured to the shape of the
vehicle cabin.
Replaces rear corner posts on
Steel and Heavy-duty Aluminium
Tray bodies, allowing full use of
tray floor while rack is in position.
Floor mounted pods allow a drop
in and out fitment for our Standard
Aluminium Tray bodies.
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Roof Racks
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›
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mild steel or aluminium.
3000mm long x 1420mm wide.
150mm high .
25mm welded box section steel
construction or,
40mm welded aluminium tube
construction (raw finish).
Mild steel Roof Racks galvanised,
and powder coated black as
standard.
Aluminium Roof Racks optional
powder coated finish available.
SWL 125kg.
Double or single rear mounted
ladder rollers optional.

Rear Step
Taillight
Surrounds
Our dual-purpose Rear Step Taillight
surrounds provide a sturdy step on
the back of your Tray, Canopy, or
Service body for easier access to
items carried overhead.

reversing.

your overhead loads or stepping
onto the tray platform.
› Fitted to rear of the body (front
steps are standard fitment on all
Fleet Trades Steel and Heavyduty Aluminium tray bodies,
except dual cab vehicles).
› 26mm tubular, galvanised and
powder coated, welded steel
construction.
› Max load 100kg.
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Tray Lockers

Underbody
Lockers

Sliding
Drawers

Tonneau
Covers

Our Underbody Lockers make the
best use of the space under your body
between the wheel arches. Great for
storing all those lose items such as
ropes, cargo straps etc. Available in
a variety of lengths and shapes, flat
bottom or departure angle as pictured
they give that extra clearance required
to avoid getting caught on inclines and
other off-road surfaces.

Our Sliding Drawers are
designed to fit in between the
chassis runners under the tray
floor, giving you full use of the
gap normally left empty. Ideal for
storing a variety of long items
such as shovels but can also be
compartmentalised for storing
smaller items.

Durable and soft Tonneau
Covers, specifically made to be
fitted to our line of Steel and
Aluminium tray bodies.

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

› Neoprene rubber weather seals.
› Tapered to contour cabin.
› Centrally mounted swing

› Tapered design to match the

› Standard faceplate in white,

› Super-soft felt on the underside

Our Tray Top Lockers come in a
variety of finishes and construction
materials. From durable
galvanised, and powder coated
steel construction or light-weight
aluminium available in marine grade
checker plate or powder coated flat
aluminium. Fully sealed, tapered to
contour the cabin and Headboard
Pipe they come in a vast variety
of lengths and sizes to suit
different configurations.

›
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handle locks.
Optional internal shelves.
Full depth lid for accessibility.
Dual heavy-duty gas struts.
3 different lengths to suit dual,
extra and single cab variants.
Optional height of 700mm,
800mm or 900mm for
aluminium lockers.
Tray Lockers can be mounted
behind or in-line with drop
sides (in-line requires further
modifications).
Marine grade 2.5mm checker
plate aluminium, powder
coated flat aluminium.
Durable galvanised, powder
coated steel construction.

›
›
›
›
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wheel arch contour.
Constructed from galvanised,
powder coated steel available in
white, charcoal, light grey or,
2.5mm thick Marine grade
checker plate aluminium.
2 options in length 690mm
or 900mm.
Flat bottom or departure angle.
Fitted with rubber weather seals.
Can be fitted to front and rear
of tray body.

The Fleet Trades difference
Our extensive range of accessories are fully compatible with our
bodies and can be installed at the same time as installing the vehicle
body or added on at a later date allowing you to fully customise your
vehicle to suit your needs.
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charcoal or stainless-steel (option
to colour code with tray body).
Heavy-duty roller bearings.
3-way lock mechanism.
External cartridge height of
170m and width 750mm.
Internal height of 135mm.
Choice of 1700mm or
2100mm long.

protecting the tray body finish .

› Tonneau Cover is easy to
remove and re-install.

› Rip resistant material.
› Rot proof thread.
› 99% UV protection.

Tipping Kits

Colour Coding

Electro-Hydraulic single ram
tipping kit powered by the vehicles
electrical system giving you the
ability to raise or lower the tray body
and is ideal for anyone needing to
quickly remove the load in the back
of the vehicle body.

Our standard, durable finish of
powder coat for our Steel Trays is
white and Charcoal suits the majority
of vehicle colours but for the ultimate
setup we offer the option of a colour
change where we are able to have
the body painted to the vehicles
colour, or anything else you desire.

Key Features

Options

›
›
›
›
›

› Option to have the body finished in

Single ram hydraulic tipping kit.
Safety prop.
Battery isolation switch.
Remote or pendant control.
Fully compatible with our Steel
and Heavy-duty Aluminium trays.
› Powered by the vehicles 12v’s.
› Can be fitted to Single, Extra &
Dual cab vehicles.

the vehicles colour (painted only).

› Option to have the body

finished in an alternative colour
(e.g. satin black).
› Option to have the body
finished in an alternative finish
(e.g. hammer tone).
› Both options of painting and
powder coating are available.
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